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This was the second part of a presentation on Selecting a New Finance System. The first part
addressed key elements of a selection process as presented by Terry Hackelman of NexLevel IT
Consulting. This portion of the presentation focuses on one agency’s experience in approaching the
project.
The purchase of a Finance System is complex and best practices for managing the project can be
overwhelming. Spending time planning for the options and decisions that will be required should not
be underestimated.
Be Aware of Your Environment / Decide How You Will Manage Expectations
By the time you embark on a system replacement there may be plenty of “opinions” as to what it will
achieve. Executive Management / City Council / Finance / Other Departments. Are these realistic?
Do they really understand what is involved? How will you educate them?
Long Term Asset
For City of Dublin the last Finance system had been used for 20 years. The City Manager
recognized that this was a long term investment and it required thorough decision making.
Need for Expertise?
As a smaller agency we did not have Staff time to define and rank all of the competing needs
and then evaluate proposals. We chose to focus our efforts and build consensus with the
assistance of a Consultant.
Consultant Scope: Define Status current system; Develop Needs / RFP / Review RFP’s /
Negotiate
Dublin used the firm of SoftResources (www.softresources.com) – and followed a process
similar to what was described by NexLevel.
If you are questioning the need for expertise - Would we design a building using internal staff
or do we look for expertise? Although some have had the pleasure of doing more than one
system implementation – that is not always the case.
Our experience is that beyond EXPERTISE what can be added is a value.
 They can observe and provide input on the proper fit for your organization. (Can you
successfully implement a complex system? What are the issues you are facing?)


With an ERP analysis – it will provide an opportunity to pay attention to other Depts. It
cannot be THE Finance System (Long – run need buy-in not just a Finance System).



The can do a lot of the “leg work”. In our case we had 20 proposals. They created a
matrix and did follow-up discussions with vendors. On the demo portion they also
carried the ball in terms of documentation / coordination – don’t underestimate all of this
takes time.
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Prepare Your Mindset Before You Begin – Is The Glass ½ Full Or ½ Empty?
Will this be a negative or positive experience? Will you be like the athlete who plans for hurdles –
and takes them in stride – or will you view them as Roadblocks? Mind set can shape the end result.
Be intentional to turn impairments into opportunities.
Part of your role will be to educate so you can influence and manage the varied perceptions
you encounter.
Create Buy – In (Even though there may be perceptions that are not reality)
•
•
•

I install Turbo-Tax every year. (This won’t take very long?)
Why should I care about Finance system? ( A modern financial system should
distribute information and other Departments should look for ways to use it.)
Fear (Input will = responsibility). If Finance is asking me how I want
information will that make me responsible for their system?)

Remember - You are developing a SYSTEM, not just installing software.
• Requires decisions on process;
• Set-up will take time (this is not Quick Books). Starting with chart of accounts
all the way to each step of a process. This can be a chance to make those
changes you are dying to do.
• Input will be required on design of Forms & reports; etc.
• Staff time will be required for training. Still have work to do and at the time
may not seem relevant.
Realistic Project Management
• Need realistic agreement on roles and time required with City Manager.
• Project Management IS a full time job.
• In our experience wished we had a contract Project Manager who could devote full
attention to project.
• Have a clear and deliberate plan as to how other work will get done.
What will you be doing:
• COORDINATION – will be a major job.
• Will need to work with schedules internal / external
• Multiple days for set-up – different groups are involved.
• DECISION MAKER
• Vendor will need decisions on key items in order to keep the project moving
• COMMUNICATOR
• Need to keep participants aware of status and deadlines.
• Need to have plans for cut-over and training.
• Make sure that the Vendor Project Manager is aware of any issues / problems.
(We would have monthly calls and kept a list of open items).
• Keep organization informed. Easy to let this slip IMPORTANT take time to do.
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Housekeeping and Logistics that You Will Need to Consider
Facility• You will need a training room that can be dedicated for this purpose. We selected a
conference room. Having it close to operations made it convenient if someone needed
to have consultation with other Staff.
• Consider that the training room will be needed for an extended period of time.
• Need equipment capable of running the program (Not all surplus PC’s are created
equal) Lesson Learned – some frustrations came from slow performing PC’.
Conversion
• Need to decide how much and who will prepare.
• We opted to actually have the vendor provide onsite the Consultant handling
conversion. (As they usually are database types more on the back – end than
implementation). This was worth the effort.
• Need to consider the time required to prepare a conversion cross-walk and validation of
the results.
IT Impacts
• System hardware needs as well as the underlying database.
• Compatibility of current desk-top spec with new system. (Especially if the computer
does processing – i.e. Payroll).
• Will need support / refresh database; server restarts; version upgrades; technical
assistance if there are conflicts. (i.e. even with ERP – not all modules are at exactly the
same level of development – or there may be third party integration)
Keep Sight of the Total Project
Keep sight of the total Project and be prepared of cost items, some of which we may not always be
prepared for in the public sector.
Cost – Items : A couple of comments related to billed items:
Negotiation – We did use a Consultant to assist with the negotiation. Be aware that
depending on the vendor – you may be the only person that was involved in the Negotiation –
so you need to understand key terms. Use of negotiator also helped City Attorney as they may
be unfamiliar with key terms and industry practices.
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Travel / Per Diem is likely to be part of cost. Keep track of the billing, yet at the same time
realize you will benefit by having people on site and the Vendor also wants success.
Reports We included in budget funds for professional services to modify and adapt reports.
We weighed investing staff time training to write reports – or procure reports from vendor. With
amount of data standard report may not serve organization well and it is easier to procure the
reports up front than struggle later.
Thinking out of the box –
Be prepared to do this throughout the project. This includes Implementation Consultant as
well as City Staff. Look for short-cuts – are there unused fields that you could use for
something different than original software design? Make sure you follow all the way through
the process suggested by the vendor. This can save you hard dollars as well as grief when the
project is finished.
Last – But Not Least Remember the “Soft Stuff”
•

Keep a sense of humor.

•

Don’t take reactions to system personally – Change is difficult.

•

The Goal is that over time new system will become accepted. With an ERP – Get distributed
information. Remember Staff entering the workforce today have always known www expect
and access to answers. (Same goes for Elected Officials and Members of the Public). By
having a consolidated system it will offer Staff a single familiar standard – whether they are
looking for something related to Budget, Permits, Licensing, etc. – regardless of module.

•

As noted taking on a project like this is complex. Don’t lose sight when you select a Vendor
that this is about a Relationship. This is a long term endeavor.
• Keep your commitments.
• Share when things are going right as well as wrong. This cannot be delegated to
a third party project manager.)
• Be fair.
• Work – together. If it becomes “us” vs. “them” you lose hope of the vendor
wanting to assist you and inside your organization will also perceive this and you
lose buy-in.
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